President’s Club ($1,000+)
Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $1,000 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. These donations are allocated to the university’s greatest needs. President’s Club donors have placed their trust in the WCSU mission and remain some of our most faithful advocates.

WestConn Society ($250 – $499)
Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $250 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. The earliest established giving arm of the WCSU Foundation, this group has for decades supported innovative programs, outreach opportunities and enrichment initiatives.

Fairfield Hall Society ($500 – $999)
Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $500 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. With their support, these members enhance our students’ collegiate experience and invest in our faculty’s ever-evolving needs.

Century Club ($100 – $249)
Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $100 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. By far the largest participating giving group, these alumni, parents and friends provide an invaluable endorsement of a WCSU education.

Loyalty Society
Members of this group have given to WCSU for at least five consecutive years, regardless of the amount. We count on these loyal donors who heartily believe in the university and do tremendous good through the simple act of contributing annually.
Dear Donors,

It is with deep gratitude that I address you as the interim President of Western Connecticut State University. At the start of the fall semester, I was privileged to personally welcome the Western Class of 2027 to campus—over 722 of the most promising young minds with dreams and determination to lead us toward a brighter tomorrow.

Throughout the past year, significant onward and upward momentum has been achieved at Western. For instance, renewed recruitment efforts for Fall 2023 resulted in a 13% increase in the size of the incoming class versus year ago. We successfully completed the AACSB reaccreditation of the Ancell School of Business and have achieved ABET accreditation for the Computer Science program. I feel fortunate to have been accorded the opportunity to lead a university that has made important strides toward ensuring student success while also contributing toward community building.

For 120 years, Western Connecticut State University has withstood the test of time and I am confident that all of us together representing diverse voices as alumni, community members, parents, and friends, will overcome any challenges that may be ahead. Together, we can preserve Western as a place where students tap into their potential and achieve their personal and professional aspirations with a sense of fulfillment and dignity. I am inspired by your support. The positive impact of your gift significantly contributes towards advancing our mission of educating the next generation of leaders.

Thank you again.

Sincerely,

Dr. Manohar Singh
President (Interim)
Western Connecticut State University
$100,000 and above
The Estate of Barbara Emmeluth Brooks
W. Jason Hancock
The Estate of Richard A. Lundwall
The Isabelle T. Farrington Living Trust

$25,000 - $99,999
Ethan Allen Global, Inc. P, L
Linde L
The ASCM Danbury Forum
The Barden Foundation, Inc. L

$10,000 - $24,999
Bedoukian Research Inc. L
Fairfield County Community Foundation L
Paul L. Jones Trust L
Rudy Ruggles
Mary Lou Siano L
Jonathan R. Stark and Charles F. Burke, Jr. P
The Joan V. Winiariski and Teresa W. Merrill Revocable Trust

$5,000 - $9,999
Branson Ultrasonic Corporation L
Albert Emanuele ’60 P
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Dr. Stephen and Constance Feldman
Dr. and Mrs. Erland Hagman L

Helen G. Scaglia Revocable Trust
Jane T. Muhlethaler Foundation, Inc.
Newtown Savings Bank L
Pepsi Bottling Group LLC L
The Tao Family
The Thomas and Elsie Deely Foundation

$1,000 - $4,999
Missy Alexander and William Petkanas P, L
Anonymous P
Axis Technology Services P
Bagelman, Inc.
William Baker ’86 L
Dennis and Janice Beirne BLT Management LLC P
Gregory E. Brower ’94 P
Michelle and Bryan Brown P L
Caraluzzi’s Markets Fund P, L
CironeFriedberg, LLP P, L
Dr. John B. Clark P, L
Collins Hannafin, P.C. P
Frederic W. ’95 and Debra A. ’02 Cratty P, L
Nathaniel D. Cullerton ’09 P
Pamela Czapor
Danbury Garden Club
Dennis W. Dawson and Noreen Grice L
Deloitte Foundation Matching Gifts Program ***
Sarah and Dana Dooloff Engraved Products P
Enterprise Electrical Contractors, Inc. F
Fairfield County Bank P
Candace V. Fay Attorney & Counselor at Law, P.C. P
Eric and Jill Fay
Fiorita, Kornhaas & Company, P.C. P, L
Dr. Gerard Foye
Robert D. ’85 and Mary Ellen F. ’83 Guere P, L
Laurence and Linda Harbuck P
Hathaway Family Foundation P
Tracy and Rich Horosky P
Janet Mitchell Hoyt P, L
Jeanne and Michael Iapaluccio P
Patricia W. and Robert Ivry L
Jalna Jaeger BSN P
Veronica Kenausis P, L
Latino Scholarship Fund, Inc. L
Ms. Sharon L. Lawler P, L
The Licht Family
Doris I. Lundberg ’70
Macricostas Family Foundation, Inc. P, L
Hugh R. and June C. McCarney P, L
Albert S. Jr. ’67 and Joan S. ’68 Mead P, L
Frances Smolskis Merante ’59 F, L
Schuyler H. Merritt ’09 L
Marta Elisa Moret P
George Mulvaney P, L

P - President’s Club ($1,000+)
F - Fairfield Hall Society ($500 – $999)
W - WestConn Society ($250 – $499)
C - Century Club ($100 – $249)
L - Loyalty Society  ** Deceased  *** Corporate Matching Gift
Mulvaney Mechanical, Inc. P L
Jay and Georgia Murray P L
Glenn J. Nanavaty '86 P L
New England Grassroots Environment Fund, Inc.
Chin Okwuka P L
OrthoConnecticut, PC
Richard Parmalee, Jr. P L
Robert and Susan Payne P L
Cory J. and Lizette M. Plock P L
Dianna and James Poodiack P L
Julie Pryor-Bennett '06 '21 P L
Putnam Automotive Group, LLC P L
Jody Rajcula and Maura P. Keenan MBA '97
Wayne Reynolds
Reynolds + Rowella, LLP
Dr. James and Denise Roach P L
Catherine Robinson P L
Donna and Ben Rosen P L
Frank and Jeanne Rowella P L
Tim and Cinea Ryan
Hermelinda Ryan
Walking Woman
Savings Bank of Danbury P L
Emily Shaw
Jack and Carol Stetson P L
Barbara '59 and Carl Susnitzky P L
Chek Keong Tan P L
Texas Roadhouse Holdings LLC
The Morganti Group, Inc. P L
The M&T Charitable Foundation
The NY-CONN Corporation P L
The Rizzo Companies P L
Jessica B. Tobin P L
Henry G. and Susan B. Tritter
Jack Tyransky P L
UBS Financial Services Inc. P L
Dane L. Unger P L
Union Savings Bank P L
Brian Vernon
Jerry and Faye Walton P L
Dr. and Mrs. Jay Weiner '86
Yamin & Yamin, LLP P L
Sharon Young P L

CREATE YOUR LEGACY AT WCSU

THE WCSU FOUNDATION PROUDLY WELCOMES THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS TO THE LEGACY SOCIETY FROM JULY 1, 2022 TO JUNE 30, 2023.

DR. PAULINE ASSENZA
MARY ELLEN '83 AND ROBERT D. CUERE '85
DR. JEAN D. KREIZINGER
KARYN COURTWAY AND RICHARD MICHAEL PALANZO

For more than a century, WCSU students have benefitted from the generosity of those who know the importance of a college education. Countless WCSU students continue to benefit from the thoughtful generosity of those who have named the WCSU Foundation as a beneficiary to an IRA or included a charitable bequest in their will. These are both easy steps to take to achieve your philanthropic goals while meeting your own personal estate planning needs.

For more information about creating a legacy at WCSU, please contact Julie Pryor-Bennett, Major Gifts Officer, at (203) 837-8111 or pryorbennettj@wcsu.edu.
DONOR HONOR ROLL

ALPHABETICAL LISTING

A.I.S. PTO
Ellen Abate
ACT of Connecticut, Inc.
James Agnew
Marc and Jan Aldrich LL
Andrew J. Alexander LL
Missy Alexander and William Pektaunas PL
Ryan Alkins
Nancy B. Anderson FL
A. Andrews
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Aquila's Nest Vineyards LLC
Ronald Arbitelle C
Thomas L. Armstrong W
Axis Technology Services P
Bagelman, Inc.
William Baker '86 L
Guy Baldwin
Wesley Ball
Renee Barall, RN, MN, FNP-C
JC and Julie Barone
William Bartosik
Renee Bauer
Victoria J. Beattie '86 L
Mr. David C. Beauchamp (84) W
Charles & Cheryl Beck C
Louis N. Beck DL
Samuel Beck DL
Bedoukian Research Inc. L
Dennis and Janice Beirne
Debra G. Bekish C
Richard T. Bellesheim C
Dr. Mark D. Benigni
Sylvia Bernardini
Keith and Kristen Betts L
Betsy Bielefeld C
John Gary Bird '71 C
Deidra Bish
Linda Bissell
BLT Management LLC P
Walter Boelke W
Lisa Bowe
Patricia A. Bowen L
Peg (Margaret) Bowers L
Andrea Fiori Brandl C
Branson Ultrasonics Corporation L
Gregory E. Brower '94 P
Judith and Robert Brown
Lea Douglin Brown
Michelle and Bryan Brown PL
Angie Q. Brownzell C
Richele Burr '85
Patrick Butler
Austin Calamita
Ronald P. Canaparano '71 '77 C
Caraluzzi's Markets Fund P L
Susan Carbone C
Michael R. Carlo CL
Fran and Lawrence Carlson
Dominique Carr
Michael Carr
Thomas Carriero L
Todd Cassler
Cavallo's Crestbrook Inn, Inc.
CCI Voice
Paul Cesca C
Domenico Chieffalo
Chuck's Steak House Cigna
Rocco Cipriano
CironeFriedberg, LLP PL
Dr. John B. Clark PL
Pamela Clark
Class of 1959
Susan Coburn
Cognell, Inc.
Emil and Eileen **
Coladurci L
Malik Cole
Collins Hannafin, P.C. P
Barbara Combs C
Elizabeth Casazza Comcowich C
Connecticut Humanities
Monica A. Connor and Glenn Koetznner C
Richard Connors
Constance K. Conway '96 L
Carmen R. Cornacchia '98 L
Richard Corzo CL
Marie and John Coscia
Frederic W. '95 and Debra A. '02 Cratty P C
Marcia Crocker C
Thomas and Lois Crucitti L
Dr. Israel Cruz CL
Lou M. '64 and Donna Cubelli '64 C
Nathaniel D. Cullerton '09
Charlotte L. Cuneo '74 L
Jennifer Cunningham
Custom Ts'n More
Lloyd and Nicollella K. Cutsumpas W
Pamela Czapor
William '67 and Pamela Singer '71 Dahncke CL
Danbury Garden Club
Marsha Daria
Joe and Linda DaSilva C
Sharon Dauenhauer
Dennis DaSilva C
Deloitte Foundation Matching Gifts Program ***
Andrew Delva
Mike and Meryl DeRasmo
John A. and Suzanne DeRosa L
Rachel DeSousa
Karen Dietz
Elaine Dinto
Tony and Nanci DiPerrino L
Sarah and Dana Dolloff
Patricia and David Domnarski C
Peter D. '89 and Mary A. '89 Donaty W L
Bryan Doto C
Linda Drazen
Stephen Durci CL
David Durkin '76 W
Mr. Carl Dywer and Ms. Joan Stapleton C
Ms. Ruth F. Effron C
Patricia Melody Egan
Ted Elton

P - President's Club ($1,000+)
F - Fairfield Hall Society ($500 - $999)
W - WestConn Society ($250 - $499)
C - Century Club ($100 - $249)
L - Loyalty Society
** Deceased
*** Corporate Matching Gift
Albert Emanuele ’60
Patricia Endress
Engraved Products
Enterprise Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Kenneth J. ’84 and Veronica L. ’94 Erdmann
Dr. Michael Erlich
Estate of Norma E. Allegri
Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
Christine Fairchild
Fairfield County Bank
Fairfield County Community Foundation
Rebecca Fanning
Rachel Faust
Candace V. Fay Attorney & Counselor at Law, PC
Eric and Jill Fay
Marianne Federici
Dr. Stephen and Constance Feldman
Fiduciary Trust Company International
Lamar S. Fife ’86
Onilda Figueroa
Fiorita, Kornhaas & Company, P.C.
Tom Fogarty
Linda Fox
Dr. Gerard Foye
Dorothy Francis
Giovanni Francois
Mary Friel
Paul and Mary Fuller
Sharon A. Fusco
Zachary ’13 and Marlene ’83 Gaberel
Joseph Galanti
Sally Ann A. Gallagher ’58
Stephen and Deborah Galle
Margaret and Bernie Gallo
John Garcia
Rich and Elaine Genovese
Frederick George
Gary Gillotti
Jason M. Ginsberg ’02
Sharon B. Girard, NCTM
Bill and Anne (Radack) Golder
Mark F. Graser ’73
Robert and Patricia Groeschner
Robert D. ’85 and Mary Ellen F. ’83 Guere
Brigid Guertin
Olwen Gurry
Vera Hadad
Johanne Miller Hagan ’70 and Michael Hagan ’71
Dr. and Mrs. Erland Hagman
Irene and Albert Hakim
Thomas Halligan
Josephine Hamer
Mark and Adrienne Hance
W. Jason Hancock
Hathaway Family Foundation
Ryan Hawley
Helen G. Scaglia
Revocable Trust
Lynn K. Hennessey
Betty and Tom Hensal
Deborah Bednarik Heon
Fabiana Hershfield
Edward and Jane Herzig
Vickey Hickey
Diane L. Hnat
John Hoffman
Robert and Cynthia Hopkins
Tracy and Rich Horosky
Sheila I. and Bruce Howard
Janet Mitchell Hoyt
Anita Husebaek
Jeanne and Michael Iapaluccio
IBM Matching Grants Program
Roberta Iliardo
Iovino Brothers Sporting Goods, Inc.
Patricia W. and Robert Ivry
Jalna Jaeger BSN
Jan Maria Jagush ’75 ’81
John and Frances Jakabauski
Jane T. Muhlethaler Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Jaykus
Kevin Jenkins Esq.
Heidi Daniel Jensen
The Rev. Dr. Carole Johannsen
Theodore F. and Barbara E. Johnson L
Keeshawn Jones L
Paul L. Jones Trust L
Brendan and Joyce Jugler L
Gary and Joanne Justinianino FL
Joseph A. Kasinskas 67 L
Hannah Doyle Kauffman L
Joseph C. and Karin M. Kay
Keller Williams Realty
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Kelly
Veronica Kenausis PL
Georgia Nichols Keogh D
Audrey and Stanley Kessler
Ana Maria Kiernan
Sally A. Kile ’79 WL
Joseph and Florence King
Ann and John Kirmil
Brian Klee
Keshia Klosenski
Veronica Kenausis
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Kelly
M. Kay
Joseph C. and Karin M. Kay
Jean D. Kreizinger
Lawrence Knotowicz
Keshia Klosenski
Brian Klee
Ann and John Kirmil
Keller Williams Realty
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Kelly

ALPHABETICAL LISTING (CONT'D)

P - President's Club ($1,000+)
F - Fairfield Hall Society ($500 – $999)
W - WestConn Society ($250 – $499)
C - Century Club ($100 – $249)
L - Loyalty Society
** Deceased
*** Corporate Matching Gift
Annette J. Schweitzer
Keith and Maureen
Danbury Savings Bank of
Jennifer Saunders
Frank and Jeanne
Donna and Ben Rosen
Peter Rose
Barbara Romboni
John Roche
Catherine Robinson P
Heather Riley 1970
James and Denise Roach
Lori Robeau
Donald W. and Joan M. Roberts
Laura Roberts
P
John Roche
Barbara Romboni
Peter Rose
Donna and Ben Rosen P
Frank and Jeanne Rowella P
Celeste Ruggiero P
Rudy Ruggles
Tim and Cinea Ryan
Hermelinda Ryan
Walking Woman
Kimberley Rybczky P
Andrew W. ’83 and Nan F.
’90 Salamon P
Carmen Sandoval
Gino SantaLucia Class of 1974
Jennifer Saunders
Savings Bank of
Danbury P
Kenneth Scaglia
Anthony Scalzo
Warren Schaub P
Keith and Maureen Schlosser
Annette J. Schweitzer
Ilia V. and Cheryl E.
Scriven W
Timothy and Jennifer Seibert W
David Seltzer W
John A. Setaro W
Anthony Shaw
Emily Shaw
Debbie Shupe
Mary Lou Siano W
Solomon Silas
Mary H. Silverberg W
Mark Simonelli and
Nancy Barton ’95
Michelle Skrobacz ’99
Lawrence M.
Smallwood ’95 W
Veronica Owen Smith C
Roberta Sol
Aaron Spring
Andrew and Mary Staley C
Stanziatos, Inc.
Jonathan R. Stark and
Charles F. Burke, Jr. P
Francis and Margaret Steffero C
Marjorie and Richard
Steinberg C
Jack and Carol Stetson P
Brian Stevens L
Emily Stevens
Craig and Peggy Stewart
Still River Editions
Susan Storrs 1964
Donna Strobino
Robert and Judith Strom
Barbara ’59 and Carl
Susnitzky P
Caryn Swensen C
Synchrony Financial
W
Chek Keong Tan P
Richard A. Telman Family
Janine Tesbir
Texas Roadhouse
Holdings LLC
The ASCM Danbury
Forum
The Barden Foundation,
Inc. L
The Estate of Barbara
Emmeluth Brooks
The Estate of Richard
A. Lundwall
The Isabelle T. Farrington
Living Trust
The Joan V. Winiarski and
Teresa W. Merrill
Revocable Trust
The Jowdy-Kane Funeral
Home, Inc. W
The Morganti Group,
Inc. P
The M&T Charitable
Foundation
The NY-CONN
Corporation P L
The Rizzo Companies P L
The Tao Family
The Thomas and Elsie
Deele Foundation
The Woman’s Club of
Danbury / New Fairfield,
Inc.
Deidre Thomas
Wade Thomas
Lori Thulen
Jessica B. Tobin P L
David and
Theresa Toole C
Total Cleaning
Service LLC
Brandon Trager
Albert J. Trimpert III C
Henry G. and
Susan B. Titter
Thomas Tucker
Diane Turkis
Leah H. Turner W
TVI, Inc.
Jack Tyransky P L
UBS Financial
Services Inc. P
UKOGF Foundation
Dane L. Unger
Union Savings Bank P L
Cigdem Usekes
Robert and Linda
Vaden-Goad
Michael R. Van
Geons ’71 L
Elisa Veuquilla
Brian Vernon
Viva Medical
Charles J. Volpe, Jr. C
Charles Volpe C
Francis A. Wainwright, Jr.
Emile M. Waite L
Claude Wallace
John Wallace C L
Corey Walters
Jerry and Faye Walton P L
William Walton C
Donna Warner C
Albert C. Washicko C
WCSU Student
Government Association
Dr. and Mrs. Jay
Weiner ’86 L
Mr. Mufu Weng C
Western Connecticut
State University
Western Connecticut
State University Alumni
Association L
Westside Deli & Catering
Nancy L. and Kenneth A.
Wildman L
Susan Williams C
Vaughn Willis F
Donald Wilson ’64 C
Steven Wolfe
Women of The Moose
Clare Woodman C
John and Linda Wrenn L
Yamin & Yamin, LLP P L
Alberta and Newt Young
Sharon Young L
Michael Zarin
David Zavarelli
Joann and John Zilnicki
Danielle Zimet
IN HONOR OF ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY
Fabiana Hershfield

IN HONOR OF GALINA BAKHTIAROVA
Robert & Linda Vaden-Goad

IN HONOR OF JAEDEN CARR ROCCO CIPRIANO
Brandon Trager

IN HONOR OF JAMES GREENE
Rose Lezak

IN HONOR OF JEAN D. KREIZINGER
Jean D. Kreizinger

IN HONOR OF NICOLE ZATLYN-WEINER
Dr. and Mrs. Jay Weiner ’86

IN HONOR OF PEOPLE OF UKRAINE
Ronald Kovner and Ival Kovner

IN HONOR OF SHARON YOUNG
Mira Kopolovsk

IN HONOR OF VIRGINIA YOUNG
Lynne M. LeBarron

IN MEMORY OF AMEDEO J. PILLA
Jonathan Pilla

IN MEMORY OF ANA MARQUEZ-GREENE
Anonymous
Aquila’s Nest Vineyards LLC
Sylvia Bernardini
Deida Bish
Sharon Dauenhauer
Linda Drazen
Irene and Albert Hakim
Rose Lezak
Shoshanah Marote
Theresa Piliero
Debbie Shupe
Mary H. Silverberg
Elisa Veggulla
Danielle Zimet

IN MEMORY OF ANNETTE G. FESTE
Frances Smolsikis Merante ’59

IN MEMORY OF ANTHONY J. MERANTE
Frances Smolsikis Merante ’59

IN MEMORY OF BRUCE W. KING
Elaine Dinto

IN MEMORY OF CARMELA O. JAGUSH
Jan Maria Jagush ’75 ’81

IN MEMORY OF CONNIE JAEGER
Jalna Jaeger BSN P

IN MEMORY OF CRAIG A. LUNDWALL
The Estate of Richard A. Lundwall

IN MEMORY OF DARRYL L. OHRT
William Baker ’86

IN MEMORY OF EDNA M. MILLER
Johanne Miller Hagan ’70 and Michael Hagan ’71

IN MEMORY OF ERIC M. LEWIS
Robert and Judith Strom

IN MEMORY OF FERN N. RAJCUA
Jody Rajcula and Maura P. Keenan MBA ’97

IN MEMORY OF GAIL L. LEHMAN
Judith and Robert Brown
Fran and Lawrence Carlson
Linda Fox
William Martin
Roberta Sol

IN MEMORY OF GERTRUDE BRAUN
Mildred G. Lucas

IN MEMORY OF JACQUELINE I. NOONAN
Lamar S. Fife ’86

IN MEMORY OF JAMES FURMAN
Nancy L. and Kenneth A. Wildman

IN MEMORY OF JOHN A. LEOPOLD
Patricia A. Bowen

IN MEMORY OF JOHN TAMAS
Marc and Jan Aldrich

IN MEMORY OF JOHN ZAMARY
James J. Mackey ’61

IN MEMORY OF JOSEPH F. KILCRAN
Patricia A. Bowen

IN MEMORY OF JUDITH A. GRANDAHL
Elaine Dinto

IN MEMORY OF KATHERINE BUTLER-STEADWELL
Brian Stevens

IN MEMORY OF MARILYN O. GALANTI
Joseph Galanti

IN MEMORY OF MARY F. EDGETT
William Bartosik

IN MEMORY OF MAUREEN M. ARONSON
Ned ’59 and Mary Anne Moore ’63

IN MEMORY OF MELISSA E. FENWICK
Craig D. and Michelle M. Mitchell

IN MEMORY OF MELVIN G. GOLDSTEIN
David M. Plews

IN MEMORY OF NEIL E. WAGNER
Robert J. and Christine M. Merril

IN MEMORY OF NICHOLAS M. HADAD
Vera Hadad

IN MEMORY OF PATRICK R. RYAN
Hermelinda Ryan
Walking Woman
Tim and Cinea Ryan

IN MEMORY OF PETER M. STEWART
Craig and Peggy Stewart

IN MEMORY OF PLONIA NIXON
Lynne M. LeBarron

IN MEMORY OF RICHARD RAUSCH
Rebecca Fanning
Deborah Bednarik Heon
Roberta Ilardo
Michael Marcus
Levi Newsome
Sandra Potts

IN MEMORY OF ROBERT D. ALBERETTI
Emil and Eileen
Coladarci

IN MEMORY OF RUTH DAWSON
Dennis W. Dawson and Noreen Grice

IN MEMORY OF SAMMY THOMAS
Lynne M. LeBarron

IN MEMORY OF STEPHANIE A. GONDA
Dawn Mulhall

IN MEMORY OF STEPHEN B. CUSHMAN
Laurie Loveland,
74 76

P - President’s Club ($1,000+)
F - Fairfield Hall Society ($500 – $999)
W - WestConn Society ($250 – $499)
C - Century Club ($100 – $249)
L - Loyalty Society
** Deceased
*** Corporate Matching Gift
SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSORS
Tom ’69 and Lois ’71 ’98 Crucitti

GOLD SPONSORS
Savings Bank of Danbury
Sodexo
The NY-CONN Corporation

SILVER SPONSORS
Chuck’s Steak House
David Zaverelli ’05, LPL Financial
Al ’67 ’69 and Joan ’65 Mead

PLAYER RECEPTION SPONSOR
WCSU Foundation, Inc.

GOLF CART SPONSOR
Mediassociates, Inc.

BEVERAGE CART SPONSORS
Crawford and Samantha Hamilton

AIR CANNON SPONSOR
WCSU Events and Conference Management

HOLE-IN-ONE SPONSORS
Fairfield County Bank
Bob and Kathy Kornhaas

CLOSEST TO THE PIN SPONSORS
Beth Ann Fetzer
Melanie Ohrem
Paul ’69 and Mimi ’69 Montalto

LONGEST DRIVE SPONSOR
Elmer’s Diner

TEE SPONSORS - $150
Aldine Metal Products Corp.
Beth Ann Fetzer and Melanie Ohrem
Chuck Mullaney
Newtown Savings Bank
WCSU Nursing Alumni Society
SUOAF — State University Organization of Administrative Faculty
Mitchell Fuel
Union Savings Bank
Elaine Salem ’64
Monica Sousa ’04 ’10 ’16

WCSU Events and Conference Management
Joe Giaquinto ’69
The Amber Room Colonnade
Richard Sullivan
Arconti Painting Services
Tower Realty Corp.
Fairfield County Bank
Sharon Fusco ’67
Cirone Friedberg, LLP
Paul ’69 and Mimi ’69 Montalto
Diana Wellman ’64
Thanks to you and other donors, Western Connecticut State University is able to help our diverse and talented students achieve their potential. Every dollar you donate allows us to continue meeting the educational needs of our WCSU students.

Gifts to the Fund for Western of any size will help make a difference and allow us to help WCSU students receive the assistance they need to complete their degree.

Make your gift today at wcsu.edu/giving, scan the QR code or call us at (203) 837-8479.

To donate by check, please make it payable to the WCSU Foundation and mail to:

WCSU Foundation
181 White Street
Danbury, CT 06810

Please consider joining one of our giving societies:

- President’s Club: $1,000+
- Fairfield Hall Society: $500 to $999
- WestConn Society: $250 to $499
- Century Club: $100 to $249